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Airborne
BIO
Airborne is a multi-cultural Contemporary Jazz group based from New Haven, CT USA.
Formed in the 1980’s these veterans of jazz celebrate years of recordings, jazz festivals,
concerts, and clubs. The members have toured across the World. Airborne has many award
winning and chart topping CD's and has received worldwide airplay and international acclaim.
Airborne the proclaimed "Musical Peacemakers" of Contemporary Jazz sends out an
Inspirational Message of Hope to the World.
Airborne has a beautiful trademark jazz sound of Island Passion and Urban Emotion.
The band’s hot rhythms smoothly cruise on a cool sea of music and voices.
“Real jazz by artists of integrity, whose inspiration and imagination capture your thoughts with
music with a cause.” Joyful Jazz with A Message!
“Airborne gives one hope that contemporary jazz is still alive” “A pleasant offering to jazz
lovers who reach out for new expressions”
“One has to admire Airborne, a veteran jazz band that has made inroads into the hearts of jazz
fans across the world over the years. They are a supercharged carnival of musicians that add
a much needed dose of global adventure to jazz.”
“Airborne's musical recipe takes a can of straight ahead jazz with Caribbean and Latino
influences. Pour in a few tablespoons of jazz fusion and a heaping cup of urban street funk.
Then cook all ingredients with pure technical talent till it gets boiling hot.”
High Energy Contemporary Jazz. Extremely original, intensely creative, great compositions
embraced with wonderful arrangements. Multi-faceted the band bodes well for the media
and in-person venues with powerful, exciting and motivating live performances.
“A group that really epitomizes the concept of a band and takes you onboard a magical
and whirling musical journey packed with sincerity, emotion and flawless execution”
Airborne was awarded a Merit of Honor by the World Peace Organization for Excellence
in World Music and as Humanitarians.
As Performing Artists, Recording Artists, Educators, and as Humanitarians the band's quality
of excellence and compassion has kept them on the road to success
Jump Onboard the Airborne Experience!
Airborne – Tilt Records Recording Artists – www.airbornejazz.com
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Airborne
Reviews

“You’d expect a contemporary jazz group that is called “musical peacemakers” to have a happy, upbeat sound.
You get that with this veteran band, you also get top-quality musicianship and very creative compositions and
arrangements with heft and plenty of sway” - Brian Soergel
“Everything about the bright, brassy contemporary jazz music of Airborne with its strong melody and ripples of
percussion suggests that their outlook is a very positive, optimistic one and they aim to be as inclusive as
possible. This wonderful sound of Airborne reflects many tastes and you will find things to like, whether it’s
soul, Latin, reggae, world or some quite complex jazz” – Chris Mann
The band produces a unique multi-cultural sound that is funky, urban and uplifting all at the same time with a
delicious throw back feel of some wonderful jazz eras. They reignite genuine old school funk and jazz fusion
with hot Latin rhythms in a way that is part 5th Dimension, part Weather Report, and part Ambrosia with just a
hint of Tower of Power thrown in for good measure. Totally typical of what Airborne does best, produce tracks
of genuine substance. Tight, edgy, yet very smooth and spliced with some excellent musicianship and
arrangements, everything that Airborne represents. A vibe that is uniquely Airborne, fresh and eclectic.
High Energy Contemporary Jazz! - Denis Poole – Smooth Jazz Therapy
“Airborne is a band with a mission, setting the objective on using their musical energies for calming an
otherwise disruptive world. What the world needs is more people who do what they love to do with purpose
and confidence and because they love doing it. Genuine big-hearted jazz…delightful, lively and filled with life…
joyful jazz with a message.” - Sandy Shore – Smoothjazz.com
“Back In The Dayz - Airborne Anthology is an amazing collection of America's super group, Airborne.
Contemporary jazz isn't dead.” - Smooth & Soul – HBH
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